The Galaxy Will Burn
A Megagame by Dillon Burke and Red Vizier Games
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Introduction

Player Roles

Welcome!

Players are senior members of the government of the Galactic Empire,
and start the game with one of the following four roles:

When reading your role and faction briefings and these rules, please keep
in mind the following:
•
•
•

•

You are expected to follow the code of conduct for the
convention
You are expected to be courteous to other players and the
Control at all times
Megagames are not able to playtested as comprehensively as
other games. You can expect Control to make fixes as we go if
anything does break down
Roleplaying is encouraged, themed costume is optional, and
remember, it’s not just a game, it’s a Megagame!

Credits
Design: Dillon Burke
Artwork: Cover by Nigel Sade www.nigelsade.com (used under license).
Card icons created by Lorc and Delapouite et. al., used under a creative
commons license (CC BY 3.0), http://game-icons.net/.
Font: The Raider Crusader font is used under a commercial license from
Iconian Fonts.
Playtesters: Alistair Ramsden, Paul Mannering, David McClaggan, John
Morton, Oliver Poppewell, Graham Streatfield, Tim Oliver, Dutton
Kristofr, and Travis Smith.

•
•
•
•

Admiral – responsible for security of the trade routes on which
prosperity relies
Governor – responsible for administration of myriad star systems
Politician – responsible for running one of the central government
agencies of the empire
Media – usually playing as an independent “fourth estate” of
journalists, willing to speak truth to power and hold the other
players to account for their misdeeds.

Admirals and Governors should pay close attention to the Quadrant rules
on pages 7-12. Politicians and Media players should pay close attention to
the Imperial Capital rules on pages 12-21.
During the game players may also acquire the following roles:
•
•
•
•

Usurper – someone attempting to use force to take power within
the empire
Pirate – someone raiding the hyperlane trade routes
Rebel – someone trying to overthrow Imperial rule
Warlord – someone subverting Imperial control.

If you are not having fun during the game – tell Control. We will try
and help you out with advice, and perhaps switch your role at an
opportune moment later in the game. If you have to leave the game
please tell Control – it is not fair on other people if you vanish.

A big thank you to our supporters at CounterCuture, Cerebus Games, The
Caffeinated Dragon, and Battle Kiwi.
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Player Factions
Each player is a member of a faction. Some players may belong to more
than one faction, in which case one faction is public and known to all
players, and the other faction(s) are secret. Faction leaders will be aware
of secret members of their faction. Faction leaders cannot be secret
members of other factions.

Faction Goals and Legacy
Each faction will have objectives it is trying to achieve during the game.
These factions will relate to goals in the Quadrant or at the Capital, rival
factions to be defeat. If a faction accumulates 50+ Legacy Points, it
unlocks a special event that favours it.

Sol quadrant believe the rest of the empire are bludging off the hard work
of their ancestors.
Infinite Legacy League (ILL): this faction values science and
survival and its supporters believe the collapse of the sick and
ailing Galactic Empire is inevitable, but they are split between
a "survivalist" wing that wants to prepare for Doomsday and a
"decadent" wing that lives in the moment and sculpts planets into
monuments.

The Seven Public Factions

Sixth Core Imperium to Frontier Initiative (SCI-FI): this
faction values science and exploration, and its donors believe
they can achieve immortal fame by exploring new systems
and colonising worlds for the empire. In particular, they
strive for support and funding to open up a sixth Quadrant.

The Cosmocracy (COSMOS): this faction values knowledge
and freedom, and is devoted to finding peaceful and
diplomatic solutions to the problems facing the Galactic
Empire. The Cosmocracy is different from other factions, in
that it has no Admirals or Governors, only politicians and a well-funded
media arm.

Alien Lives Matter (ALM): this faction supports the peaceful
process of scientific assimilation of the enclaves of primitive
aliens the empire has discovered and assisted to reach the
stars. Only by embracing the full range of diverse expression
can the Galactic Empire truly be great.

Make the Empire Great Again (MEGA): this faction values
tradition and authority and its adherents believe that the
Galactic Empire can solve all of its problems with bigger and
more well-equipped fleets of Battleships.
Old Earth Loyalists (SOL): this faction values tradition and
freedom, and its followers believe the Galactic Empire's
problems can be solved by returning to tradition and
restoring the capital of the Galactic Empire to its rightful
place in the Sol System. While utterly loyal to the empire, many people in

Galactic Loyalists (GAL): this is the default faction for people
who register for the game after the initial casting round.
Loyalists believe all problems can be solved through strong
leadership, and that the office of the Emperor needs to be
revitalised with competent leaders, not the ceremonial figureheads of the
current era.

Changing Factions
Your player briefing will tell you the conditions under which you can
change factions. Players can change factions in the Diplomacy Phase by
publicly announcing their defection. When a player changes factions they
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keep all privilege cards and megapower tokens they hold, but Control will
adjudicate on whether any pawn, battleship, megaship and starbase
tokens defect with you.

starbases and number of green diamonds with alien starbases. Red circles
with white stars are Hyperlane Starbases.

Imperial Capital
The Imperial Capital has the various government agencies that exist at the
start of the game. This is where the various crises threatening the empire
are resolved, where Emperors are proclaimed and where faction leaders
use megapower to advance their faction’s interests.

Galactic Quadrant Maps
Each Quadrant map represents the administrative sectors and hyperlane
trade routes of one of the core regions of major human settlement in the
Galaxy. Events in the backwater frontier regions will be handled
abstractly at the Imperial Capital through crisis events. Each Quadrant
map can have up to six players assigned to it. Depending on the number
of players, there will be up to five Quadrant maps.
Sector: outlined by a blue grid, each sector has a name and four Starbase
locations.
Hyperlane: a long, narrow, red band, with starbases (red circle with white
star) along its length. The hyperlane is both a rapid movement route, and
a location that ships can be placed along – just think of it as a very long,
skinny sector. A section of hyperlane is the length between two Starbases
on the hyperlane.
Starbase: Starbases are used to build Battleships and to support
movement and combat. If there is no empty base slot, additional
starbases cannot be built in an area. The yellow number is for human

Information Tracks
Each Quadrant has its own set of information tracks about the strength of
various threats to the Pax Galactica, which Control will maintain:
•
•
•
•
•

Pirate threat and menace
Warlord threat and menace
Alien Resentment
Rebel Resentment
Glory.
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Overflow boxes are used if any particular area on the map gets
overcrowded.

Blame: Purple with value range of 1-6.

Game Tokens

Battleships: Wooden cubes, 10mm square represent one Battleship,
16mm square represent five Battleships.

Pawns: Wooden meeples.

Discs: Used to represent Starbases.
Megaship: It looks like a big rocket, and its painted white.

Cards
There are five types of cards used in the game:
•

•
Megapower: orange discs with a nuclear hazard symbol.

•

Sticker Pawn: these oval tokens on a stand are used for information
purposes by Control.

•

Loyalty: these red heart shaped tokens indicate how loyal the citizens of a
sector are to the empire. Loyalty reduces the effect of pirate, rebel and
warlord attacks against sectors. Loyalty markers are not placed on
hyperlanes. They come in values of 1 and 5.

•

Critical Hit: these purple pentagons are used for tracking damage to
Megaships, values range from 1-5.

A deck of ordinary playing cards is used for Budgets and Battles.
An Ace has a value of one, all Face cards have a value of ten, all
other Rag cards have their face value, and Jokers have a value of
zero but trigger a special effect.
Office Privilege cards (red border and office name at the bottom)
are one use cards obtained at the Imperial capital.
Trade Privilege cards (red border and gold title) are one use cards
obtained from Trade.
Prestige cards (green border and green title) are gained for the
situation on the Quadrant map, (although the Viceroy can be
changed by privilege cards and imperial politics).
Players use Action cards (black, purple, or orange borders) to
plan their actions in the game.

Note: There is not an infinite supply of Privilege cards. They are meant to
be used, not hoarded. If the decks run low, Control will randomly take
back half of the privilege cards players are holding.

Atomic Power: Yellow, comes in denominations of 1, 5 and 10.
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Blame and Glory
Factions accrue Blame points during the game, primarily from actions at
the Imperial capital, media coverage and scandal disasters. The Faction
with the highest blame score cannot have a member appointed as Strong
Emperor. See page 17 for more about blame.
Admirals and Governors accrue Glory for actions at their map table. The
player at a table with the highest Glory gains the Strong Admiral prestige
card and can declare themselves to be an Usurper if there is a Weak
Emperor. Glory is reduced by half if you are assassinated, executed, or
appointed as Emperor.
Media players do not get Blame or Glory.

Restrictions: During the Map Phase, politician players are not allowed to
visit the Quadrant Maps, and admiral/governor players are not allowed to
visit the Imperial Capital. Exceptions: Usurpers, Strong Emperors, and
Media players are allowed to visit all parts of the game.

Diplomacy Phase
In the Diplomacy Phase, players are free to move around the different
maps and talk with other players. This is a good time to take a bathroom
break, or to hold a team meeting. Control will meet to compare notes on
the emerging game narrative.
•
•
•

Cards and trade scrip can be freely exchanged between players
Players can attempt to trade (see page 12)
Faction changes must be publicly announced during the
Diplomacy Phase.

Time
Time in the game is progressed through phases and turns. We hope to
complete somewhere between six and nine full game turns. The first turn
will have extra time for instruction and learning the game. There will be a
half hour lunch break.

Game Phases
There are three phases in each game turn:
•
•
•

Map Phase (20 minutes)
Diplomacy Phase (15 minutes)
Media Phase (5 minutes)

Map Phase
In the map phase Admiral and Governor players resolve actions at their
Quadrant maps, while Politicians do actions at the Imperial Capital. Media
players observe actions.

Media Phase:
Each Media player has one minute to describe the state of the Galaxy,
putting their own spin on events. Control will pay attention, and change
blame, Glory and values as they judge fit.
Be prepared:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bring a bottle of water and a packed lunch
Wear comfortable shoes
Have a pocket or equivalent for keeping cards in
Bring a pen and some scrap paper
Remember that no plan survives contact with the enemy
Read the rules before the game begins.
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2. Mulligan (optional): hand all of your budget cards to Control, and
draw your Budget cards again
3. Choose three of your Budget cards. For each Budget card, place
Atomic Power tokens equal to their value in one of the three
Budget pools on your planning sheet.
4. Unused Budget cards are handed to Control, who will use them to
generate events (see below) while player’s complete planning.

Quadrant Map Turn Sequence
Quadrant map turns are resolved in the following sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Initiative
Budget
Planning
First Action: Megapower
Second Action: Battleships
Third Action: Starbases
Fourth Action: Second Megapower
Fifth Action: Public Action
Sixth Action: Secret Action
Seventh Action: Megapower
Eighth Action: Second Public Action
Ninth Action: Secret Action
Control resolves Pirate, Rebel and Warlord Attacks!
Players Choose New Actions
Control Administration.

Initiative
The Quadrant Viceroy holds initiative, and determines if the order of play
for the cycle is clockwise or counter-clockwise. Where possible actions
are to be resolved simultaneously.

Budget
Choose how many Budget cards you wish to draw. This can be from four
to six cards. You cannot change your mind after drawing the cards.
1. Draw four to six Budget cards. If you draw a Joker, take a random
Budget card from another player – they do not get to draw a
replacement card.

Restrictions: players cannot trade Budget cards or atomic power tokens.

Budget Cards and Control Events
Budget cards not used by players are used by Control to generate game
events while players are planning their actions:
•
•
•
•

Control removes Loyalty markers equal to card value.
♦ Increase the Alien Resentment track by the card value.
spawn Warlord units equal to card value in the Warlord holding
box. Increase the Warlord Threat rating by +1.
spawn Pirate units equal to card value in the Pirate holding box.
Increase the Pirate Menace rating by +1.

The Alien Resentment track indicates the potential strength of an alien
uprising. The Warlord Threat and Pirate Menace ratings are used to
automatically increase the spawn of Warlords and Pirates in future turns.

Planning
This is the stage when you plan all of your actions for the turn, and
allocate Atomic Power to these actions:
1. From their hand of available Action cards, players allocate one
Action card to each Action slot.
a. Public Action cards are placed face up.
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b. Secret Action cards are placed face down.
2. From each Round’s Atomic Power budget, allocate Atomic Power
to actions, placing tokens on top of the action card. Note: Atomic
Power allocations greater than ten are only possible by using
privilege cards.
3. Get another player to verify the spending allocations against the
original budget cards. Fix errors, then hand the budget cards back
to Control so they can be shuffled.

Assimilation privilege card. Galactic Loyalists can only build Imperial
Starbases.
Figure 1. Quadrant Planning Mat

Default Actions
Some actions occur every turn.

Megapower
Actions 1, 4, and 7 give players the opportunity to acquire Megapower
tokens. Megapower is needed by politician and media players, but can
give map players bonus cards in battles.

Battleships
Action 2 allows a player to build Faction or Imperial Battleships. If you
build Faction Battleships, calculate the number built based on your
Atomic Power plus Faction Starbases on your Quadrant map. If you build
Imperial Battleships, calculate the number built based on your Atomic
Power plus Imperial Starbases on your Quadrant map. Note: if you do not
build Faction Battleships, then you must build Imperial Battleships.
Galactic Loyalists can only build Imperial Battleships.

Starbase
Action 3 allows a player to spend Atomic Power to build Faction
Starbases. Starbases can only be built if there are empty starbase slots on
the map. Restriction: Alien starbases can only be built on by using the
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Choice Actions
Each turn a player gets to choose what actions occur during Actions 5, 6,
8 and 9. Each Quadrant player has their own set of Action cards. They
may also acquire Privilege cards from their faction leader or other players,
some of which are one use Action cards. Each Action card can be used
once per turn.

List of Governor Actions
Each Governor player starts with a set of four standard action cards:
•
•
•

Trade
Move
Govern x2.

If all of the cards for a particular action have been taken, you have to
choose another option.

Action Descriptions
Brief descriptions of the standard Quadrant actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

List of Admiral Actions
Each Admiral player starts with a set of four standard action cards:
•
•
•

Trade
Move
Patrol x2.

Choosing New Actions
Each turn players get the opportunity to choose one of the following
actions and add it to their pool of action cards:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trade
Battleships
Govern
Move
Patrol
Battle.

Battle: Triggers a battle. See battle rules on page 10.
Battleships: build Battleships as per the Battleships action.
Govern: Place loyalty markers and shift quadrant values.
Patrol: Reduce Pirate/Warlord threat and place Patrol or
Blockade markers.
Trade: Gain trade script for use in the diplomacy phase.
Move: Move Faction or Imperial Battleships. See movement rules
below.

Pirate, Rebel and Warlord Attacks
After all player actions are complete, Control resolves attacks by Pirates,
Rebels and Warlords:
•
•
•

Pirates prefer to attack hyperlanes
Warlords prefer to attack sectors
Rebels prefer to attack Imperial units rather than Faction units.

Sectors and Hyperlane sections that have been patrolled cannot be
attacked. Pirates, Rebels and Warlords who have no battleships do not
attack.

Movement
When you do a movement action you can move Faction or Imperial
Battleships.
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1. Choose whether you are moving Faction or Imperial Battleships.
2. Move Battleships equal to the number of Atomic Power tokens
spent (but not used for Megaship movement – see below), plus
one per Faction or Imperial Starbase on that Quadrant map.
3. Movement must end when a Battleship crosses a sector
boundary. Exception: Ignore sector boundaries when travelling
along a hyperlane.
4. You can move from any point on a hyperlane to any other point
on any Hyperlane in that Quadrant. Exception: Pirate Starbases
prevent movement past the Starbase. Blockade markers may stop
player movement (see below).

2.
3.
4.
5.

Calculate Fleet strength
Draw and choose Battle cards
Battle Resolution
Glory.

Who is in the Battle?

The simple guide to making
sure you win battles:
1. Attack with at least 10
Battleships or a Megaship.
2. Hope you draw better
cards than your enemy.

Battles involve at least two sides – the
force triggering the battle, and the
side they choose to attack. It is possible other players may have a Battle
action at the same time and choose the same area, making it a multisided battle. Players with units in the area may also support one of the
combatant sides.

Restriction: Battleship units cannot move between Quadrant maps.

Moving Megaships
Megaships cost one Atomic Power token to move per critical hit the
Megaship has taken. Tokens used to meet this cost cannot be used to
move Battleships.

Blockade
Battleship units cannot move past a Blockade token on a hyperlane
section, or into or out of a sector with a Blockade token without
permission from the player that placed the Blockade token. Megaship
units ignore Blockade markers. Blockade tokens are removed by Control
in the administration phase.

Battle
Players initiate battles with Battle action or privilege cards. A Battle takes
place in one sector or section of hyperlane (“the area”). There are five
main steps to resolving battles:
1. Determine who is involved in the battle

Calculate Fleet Strength
Calculate Fleet strength for each side. Fleet strength is equal to:
•
•
•

The number of Battleships in the area
+ the Atomic Power (if any) spent
+ 50 for each Megaship in the area.

Draw and choose Battle Cards
Players draw one Battle card, plus one Battle card for each of the
following:
•
•
•
•

If they hold the Strong Admiral or Underdog prestige cards
If they control more Starbases in the area than the enemy
If they control more Megaships in the area than the enemy
If they have more Megapower than the enemy.

Non-player controlled Pirates, Rebels, and Warlords draw one card for
every 10 Battleships they have (rounded up) and play cards to their
highest possible score.
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Each side then selects Battle cards up to its Fleet strength. You cannot
play battle cards with a total value greater than your Fleet strength. If you
are unable to play a Battle card your score is zero.

Resolve Battle
Players choose the Battle cards they are using, and reveal them
simultaneously.
•
•

•
•

The side with the highest Battle card score total wins. In a tie, the
side that triggered the battle wins. All other sides lose.
Exception: a side playing a Joker wins, regardless of Battle card
score total. If both sides play Jokers, treat the Jokers as having a
value of zero.
The winner loses Battleships equal to their lowest Battle card
value. Megaships take one Critical Hit.
The losing side(s) lose Battleships equal to the value of their
highest Battle card value. Any surviving ships are retreated by
Control. Megaships takes two Critical Hits.

Side Effects
Apply side-effects from the highest Battle card used by each side:
1.
Control removes a Loyalty marker from a nearby sector.
2. ♦ Control removes an enemy Starbase (if available) or a friendly
Starbase (if not) from the area.
3.
increase Warlord threat by card value.
4.
increase Pirate threat by card value.
5. Joker: Players: double any Glory gained. Victorious Pirate, Rebel
or Warlord: trigger a Military Crisis!

Glory
The winner of the battle gets Glory equal to the highest card they played,
plus the lowest card the loser played. The loser gets Glory equal to the
lowest card they played.

Example of Combat Resolution
For example, Jane has six Battleships in the Crimsonia sector, when she
plays a secret battle action with eight Atomic Power tokens and attacks
the ten Battleships in Crimsonia controlled by Petrov, who is holding the
Strong Admiral card. Neither player has a Megaship, they both have the
same number of Megapower tokens, but Jane has two Starbases in
Crimsonia, while Petrov only has one.
Jane draws two Battle cards and gets 8 and ♦7. Jane cannot play both
cards for a battle score of 15 because her total Battle strength score is
only 14. She decides to gamble and only play the ♦7. She might lose, but
this will stop Warlords from spawning and should also destroy Petrov’s
Starbase.
Petrov draws 6 and A. With a Battle strength of ten, he can play cards
to get a score of 1, 6, or 7. Suspecting that this is probably not going to be
good enough to win (as the average value of a card draw is 7, and Jane
drew two cards), Petrov plays the A to minimise his losses and to
prevent more Pirates from spawning.
Jane wins with a score of seven to Petrov’s score of one. All of Jane’s six
Battleships are destroyed. Petrov loses one Battleship, his Starbase and
gains one Glory. Control retreats his remaining nine Battleships to an
adjacent sector. Looking at the side effects, Control removes Petrov’s
Starbase in Crimsonia, and one Loyalty marker from Crimsonia. Control
then awards Jane eight Glory.
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Galactic Trade
Trade Actions at Quadrant map tables grant payers trade scrip, which is
used in the Diplomacy phase at the Galactic Trade table.
Galactic trade is resolved by pulling blocks out of a “Jenga” style tower of
blocks, and placing the block on top of the tower without triggering
economic collapse. Each Quadrant map has its own trade tower. Players
pull blocks in order of highest trade scrip value first, lowest scrip value
last, break ties randomly.

Successful Trade
If you successfully draw a block from the trade tower, you can spend
trade scrip to move your faction marker up your Quadrant trade track. At
the end of the Diplomacy phase, you gain one Trade Privilege card for
each other faction with a lower score than you on the trade track.

Economic Collapse
The player triggering the tower collapse loses all of their trade scrip and
their trade track value is reset to one point below the lowest player. Until
the economic crisis is ended and the tower is restored by an Executive
Action or Strong Emperor, no further trade can be conducted by players
from that Quadrant. Other players still gain benefit cards as normal.
Note: if Control has reason to believe that a player deliberately crashed a
trade tower, Control will assign blame points to that player’s faction.

Usurpers
A possible outcome of a disaster when resolving some imperial crises is
that a Weak Emperor crisis is triggered. When this occur, Control will
contact the players who hold the Strong Admiral prestige card, and ask

them if they wish to declare themselves to be an Usurper and march on
the Imperial Capital.
If the Strong Admiral declines, nothing further happens to them. If all
Strong Admirals decline, nothing happens until the start of the next turn,
when if there is still a Weak Emperor crisis, all the Strong Admirals will
once again be asked if they want to usurp the throne.
If a Strong Admiral accepts, they may convert any actions they have
remaining in the round to Move actions. Faction Battleships and
controlled Megaships can be moved “off map” to the Imperial Capital.
At the start of the Diplomacy phase, a Battle action is fought between all
Usurpers, using the faction units moved to the Imperial Capital, plus any
support from Deep State pawns. The winner becomes a Strong Emperor.
The losers are executed – reduce their Glory scores by half (round down)
and return to play at their Quadrant map table as their successor. All
Battleships sent to the Imperial capital are lost.

Imperial Politics
The Imperial Capital is the hub of Imperial Politics. This is where faction
leaders use the Megapower tokens their followers give them, to do the
actions that will make their faction more powerful and acquire privileges
from the central government that can be used to advance faction
interests on the Quadrant maps. Media players also interact at the Capital
map, triggering scandals from the blame tokens that accumulate through
government action (or inaction).

Important Terms and Definitions
Agency: can be either an office of government or a branch of
government.
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Blame: tokens that represent potential scandals and public disapproval
about the actions of politicians and the government.
Branch: one of the three most important parts of the Imperial
government, the Executive, the Legislature, or the Judiciary.
Galactic Values Map: a display representing the current policy positions
of the factions, and the policy preferences of the media agencies and
quadrant populations.
Office: a major agency of government power, and a source of privilege
cards.
Pawn: a meeple token that represents influence a faction has in a branch
or office of government. The faction with the most pawns controls that
part of government, which is important for determining who can use
special powers.
Voting: Voting is done with Yes/No cards. Players who abstain from
voting are assumed to have supported the winning side for the purposes
of calculating the removal of pawns.

The Capital Dice Mechanic
Each roll of the dice requires three six sided dice, one black die (the
“blame die”) and two red dice (the “power dice”). A die roll can have up
to a +10 or -10 modifier. Each reference sheet for Capital actions will have
a detailed version of this mechanic on the sheet, but it is not repeated in
these rules to save space.
Success: A natural or modified roll of 14+ is always a success.
Failure: a modified die roll of 12- is always a failure.

Disaster: a natural or a modified roll of exactly 13 is always a disastrous
failure. An “unlucky 13” roll is the worst possible result for the empire.
For example, a player rolls a 5, 2, and a 3 on a roll with a +3 modifier,
10+3=13, so this triggers a disaster. With a +4 modifier it would have
succeeded, with a +2 modifier it would have merely failed.
Blame: the number on the blame die is the number of blame points
generated. Tokens are placed in accordance with the type of action being
undertaken.
Effect: a successful die roll will usually have a stated effect. This effect is
improved if the player rolls a double or a triple on the die roll.

Actions that Require Control Consultation
You must consult with Control in the Diplomacy Phase if you are
intending to do either of the following actions:
•
•

Executive Action - propose a new solution for resolving a crisis
Legislative Action – proposing a new law.

You must write your proposal down before presenting it to Control.
Control will make an assessment of your proposal and describe what its
mechanical effect on the game will be, any potential side effects, and the
voting threshold required for new laws.

Imperial Capital Turn Sequence
1. First Action: Initiative
2. Second Action: Strong Emperor?
3. Third Action: Choose Actions and allocate Megapower to actions
4-9
4. Fourth Action: First Public action
5. Fifth Action: First Secret action
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Sixth Action: Buy Privilege cards
Seventh Action: Second Public action
Eighth Action: Second Secret action
Ninth Action: Buy Privilege cards
Players Choose New Actions
Control Administration.

•

•
•
•

Initiative
The player with the most Megapower tokens holds initiative, and
determines if the order of play for the cycle is clockwise or counterclockwise. Break ties randomly. Where possible actions are to be resolved
simultaneously.

Strong Emperor
If Control announces that the empire is paralysed by the crises that afflict
it, a Strong Emperor must be appointed. Otherwise a Strong Emperor may
be appointed.
The player(s) with the most pawns in the Executive branch each nominate
one candidate. Restriction: the faction with the highest blame score
cannot be nominated.
Each politician has one vote for each pawns they have in the Executive
branch. Media players can also vote by spending Megapower tokens.

Strong Emperor Reign
When a Strong Emperor is appointed, all normal play at the Imperial
Capital stops for one minute. All active crises are removed without
further effect on the game. The Strong Emperor reigns for one minute,
during which time they can issue commands to Control, who will attempt
to implement them in the game:

Commands need to be specific (e.g. “convert all Imperial
battleships in the Camden sector of the Centaurus Quadrant into
my Faction Battleships”)
Control are not to blame if they misunderstand a command
Commands not executed by Control before the reign finishes are
not completed
Commands have no effect on Aliens, Rebels, Pirates or Warlords.

When the reign finishes, the normal sequence of play resumes, and
Control triggers new crises to threaten the empire.

Megapower
Allocate Megapower to actions 4-9.

List of Political Actions
All politicians start with the following actions.
•
•
•
•

Recruit Pawn (x1)
Policy Action (x1)
Executive (x1)
Legislation (x1)

At the end of each turn, each politician can add one new Political Action
to their hand from among the following actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recruit Pawn
Policy Action
Bribery
Corruption
Senator
Statesman
14

•

Judge.

Recruit Pawn
Figure 2. Capital Planning Mat

Recruit pawns and place them in government agencies. Value matching is
determined by current token placement on the Galactic Values Map.

Policy Action
With a Policy Action you can announce changes in token positions on the
Galactic Values Map. Public actions can change your own faction’s values
or Quadrant values. Secret actions can be used to change other faction or
media team values.
Figure 3 Galactic Values Map
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Corruption
Gain one Megapower if other politicians spend Megapower. Can cost
Blame.

Bribery
Spend Megapower to recruit pawns. Can cost Blame.

Control, and not to exceed 50 words in length. Hint: discuss law proposals
with other factions during the Diplomacy phase.

Senator
Gain +10 votes on Legislative Actions.

Statesman

Executive

Gain +10 votes on Executive Actions.

Propose a solution to a Crisis that threatens the Empire. For more on
crises, see page 19.

Law Changes

Judge

A Law Change creates a permanent change to the rules of the Imperial
Capital game. This can include, but is not limited to:

Can use veto even without control of the Judiciary.

Privilege
For each Pawn in an Office you can spend one Megapower and take one
Privilege card from that Office.
Privilege cards grant one use of a specific power. Some privilege cards are
played as actions, other cards can be played at any time, or at a specific
point in the turn sequence. Once used privilege cards are returned to the
office or viceroy that issued it. Some cards allow players to propose
special actions that the player creates, with Control adjudicating the
resource cost, chance of success, and potential outcomes.

Legislation
Propose a law that changes how the Imperial Government works, or
repeal an existing law. The proposal must be written on paper, legible to

•
•
•
•
•

Reassigning privilege cards between players, Viceroys or agencies
Changing faction blame and player glory
Moving Pawns between agencies
Establishing and disestablishing government offices
Establish constraints on the powers of a Strong Emperor, or
changing how they are appointed.

A Law change cannot:
•
•
•
•
•

Create resources without a cost being paid elsewhere in the game
Declare a faction has won the game
Ban the position of Strong Emperor
Change the rules for Media players
Take action cards away from a player.1

1

This is not an inexhaustible list. If players find a loophole that breaks the game
and ruins the fun for the majority of players, Control reserves the right to say
“no” to the proposed change.
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Voting Majority Required for Law Changes

Reducing Faction Blame Scores

A law change only takes effect if it receives a certain proportion of the
votes cast:

Blame is hard to reduce. There are three ways to achieve this in the
game:

•
•

A change to the rules for branches of government requires a
unanimous vote in favour (ignore abstentions)
A change to rules for government offices requires a majority of
the players voting to in favour (ignore abstentions)

Side Effects
Control can adjudicate that a law change has side effects, which can
include (but is not limited to):
•
•
•

A cost in Loyalty tokens or other game resources
An increase in centralisation or decentralisation
An increase in blame.

•
•

•

Blame for all Factions can never be less than zero.

Legacy
Legacy tokens are gained for some actions in the game, including:

Blame

•

Blame is nearly always generated when a player rolls 3d6 to resolve a
Policy, Executive, or Legislative Action. Other actions, such as Bribery and
Corruption can also increase Blame.

•
•

Pinning Blame to a Faction
Blame has little effect until it is pinned to a faction, which can occur as a
side effect from crises resolution, privilege cards, policy actions and
actions by media players (see page 18). It is entirely possible to be blamed
for the misdeeds of other players – that is part of politics!
The main mechanical effect of Blame is that the faction with the highest
Blame score cannot become Strong Emperor. Blame may also influence
how other players view your faction, and how Control adjudicates actions
and events.

In the Diplomacy Phase, you can spend Megapower tokens with
Control to reduce your Blame score on a one for one basis.
At the end of the Diplomacy Phase, if your faction receives
favourable media coverage, Control may reduce your Blame
score.
If your faction unlocks a legacy achievement, this may reduce
your blame score by up to half.

•
•

successful executive actions (two tokens for a double, three for a
triple)
successful legislation actions (as above)
Become Strong Emperor (draw one token for each time your
faction has been Emperor, this is cumulative).
Building Monuments
Govern action or win a Battle while Viceroy.

You can trade legacy tokens to other players. Legacy tokens have values
of 1, 2, 5 or 25 with an average value of three.

Media Legacy
You gain Legacy tokens equal to the effect die when you change faction
or quadrant values. Control may award Legacy tokens, based on their
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subjective interpretation about which State of the Galaxy presentations
were the best.

Legacy Events
If you accumulate 50+ Legacy points, then you trigger an event that
changes the Galactic Empire. This is important enough to be announced
to all the players in the State of the Galaxy Phase.
Legacy events will relate directly to the main goals of your faction. It
could result in any of the following:
• A power boost for your faction
• A change in the game rules for all players
• An unexpected crisis.

•
•
•

Pin Blame
Public Relations
Media Conspiracy.

Media actions cannot be vetoed by the Judiciary branch.

Media Policy
The small media agencies can change their values easily – each
Megapower token you spend allows a one space shift.

Pin Blame
Once per turn you can attempt to pin blame in one government agency to
one faction with pawns in that agency. There must be at least one Blame
token and one Pawn in the agency.
Pin Blame process:

Media
The Media role is quite different from that of the other players:
•
•
•

You are free to visit any map, at any point in the game – which
allows you to act as a courier or a spy for other factions
You do you actions when you like during the game turn,
interrupting play as required
At the end of the Diplomacy Phase, media players each have one
minute to summarise the State of the Galaxy.

The only way Media players can acquire Megapower tokens is from other
players.

Media Actions

1. Announce the agency and the faction you are targeting.
2. Roll 3d6:
a. +1 per Megapower token you spend
b. +1 per Blame token point in that agency
c. -1 per target faction Pawn in that agency
3. Success: gain legacy tokens equal to the effect, remove target
faction Pawns equal to the effect, and pin all of the Blame tokens
in the agency to the targeted faction.
4. Failure: remove Blame tokens equal to the Blame die.
5. Disaster: as per success, but trigger a Scandal Crisis.
Note: the maximum modifier to the 3d6 roll is +/-10, regardless of how
many Pawns or Blame tokens there are in the agency.

Media have the following actions:
•

Media Policy
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Public Relations
At each Quadrant map, once per turn, you can do PR for one player so
that they gain Glory equal to the value of a card draw.

Media Conspiracy
Once per turn you can do a policy action to change Faction or Quadrant
values (see page 15).

State of the Galaxy
At the end of the Diplomacy phase Media players have a minute to tell
the players what is happening in the game. This is a chance to persuade
and influence players, and to break the truth about what is really
happening in the Galactic Empire.
Control will be paying close attention to what all the media players are
saying. This will influence their adjudication of events in the next game
cycle, apply bonuses and penalties to some actions, and may cause
Control to adjust faction Blame scores up or down. The more media
players sing from the same song sheet, the greater the impact.

Player Controlled Pirates, Rebels and Warlords
During the game Control may offer individual players the opportunity to
defect from their allegiance to the Galactic Empire, and to become a
player leader of either the Pirate, Rebel or Warlord forces at their map
table.
•

•
•

The faction units controlled by that player on that Quadrant map
convert into appropriate units of their new faction (Imperial units
to not defect)
All imperial privilege cards are returned to Control (if you later
bribe players to give you privilege cards, you can use them)
Megapower and Legacy tokens are retained

•

Play proceeds as usual for the player, with the new objective of
enjoying the chaos they can create for the Galactic Empire.
Convert references to imperial/faction units in the game to be
units of the players new allegiance.

Some secret factions may have goals that involve rebellion against
the Galactic Empire. All members of a secret faction must rebel at
the same time. Due to token colour limitations, only one secret
faction at a time can be in a state of rebellion.

Crises
The first rule of crises is that there is always a crisis threatening the Pax
Galactica. Crisis resolution usually occurs at the Imperial Capital (see
Executive Action page 16). When you resolve a crisis, Control will
immediately replace it with a new crisis for you to work on.
Crises can be triggered by player actions, as a side effect from resolving
other crises, legacy events, and at the discretion of Control at any time
during the game.
If a Crisis is ignored for a long time, then at the end of the Map Phase,
Control may apply penalties to the Galactic Empire, lead government
agencies, Factions, or individual players.

Crises Induced Paralysis
If there are too many Crises (especially those of a military or economic
nature), Control will announce that the Imperial Government is paralysed.
Until a Strong Emperor is appointed, no actions can be processed at the
Imperial Capital.
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Branches of the Imperial Government
The three branches of the central government are the Executive, the
Legislature, and the Judiciary:

The Executive
The Executive is the body that deals with crises threatening the Pax
Galactica. See Executive Action. The Executive also has the power to elect
a Strong Emperor.

The Legislature
The Legislature has the power to change the constitution of the imperial
government, i.e. it can change the rules of the game for how the imperial
government works. See Legislation Action.

The Judiciary
The player with the most Pawns in the Judiciary has the power to veto
use of imperial capital actions, agency powers and capital privilege cards.
The Judiciary cannot veto the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Actions at Quadrant maps
Media actions
Policy Actions
Legacy events
Strong Emperor candidates if the government is paralysed.

Offices of the Imperial Government
Imperial government offices are important agencies of imperial power,
because they are the source of privilege cards that players can use to
make actions more effective, or even to be played as special actions in
place of a player’s standard actions.

The following offices of government exist:
•
•
•
•
•

Treasury Office
Bureaucracy
Naval Office
Office of Quadrant Affairs
Office of Alien Affairs.

How to Control an Office
The player(s) with the most Pawns in an office control it. This allows them
to use the special power of the office as a free action each time a new
crisis is triggered.

How to get Privilege cards from an Office
You must have at least one Pawn in an Office to be eligible to collect
privilege cards from that office. Privilege cards are acquired during the
privilege Action, twice each game turn.
Note: all privilege cards are one use unless otherwise stated.

Treasury Office
The focus of the Treasury is the economy. The Treasury Office is a source
of privilege cards that relate to budgets, megapower, and trade. Having
pawns in the Treasury office enhances Policy Actions.
Treasury special power: when you gain control of the Treasury, gain one
Megapower per active Crisis.

Bureaucracy
The bureaucracy is focused on administering the millions of star systems
in the Galactic Empire. Its privilege cards will mainly be used by faction
leaders at the Imperial Capital map, and will include options for shifting
blame and Pawns.
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Bureaucracy special power: when you gain control of the Bureaucracy,
recruit one Pawn per active Crisis (max one per Office).

Naval Office
The Naval Office is responsible for maintaining good order in the Galactic
Empire, exploration on the frontier, and coordination of deep space
research. It is the source of privilege cards for combat operations and the
control of Imperial military units, including the mighty Megaships.
Naval Office special power: If you control the Naval office, when you buy
Naval Office Privilege cards, you can choose the cards you want (to a cap
equal to the number of active crises, any other cards are random).

Office of Quadrant Affairs
At the start of the game the game the Galactic Empire exercises direct
control over the Quadrants through the Viceroys. As the game
progresses, decentralisation may cause the Galactic Empire to delegate
more power (and privilege cards) to the Quadrant Viceroys. This is the
source of privilege cards for Diplomats, Viceroy appointments and
inspection visits.

Alien Affairs special power: when you gain control of Alien Affairs, take
Megapower tokens equal to the number of active crises from other
politicians (max one per player).

The Deep State.
All of the various secret services, paramilitary organisations, palace
guards and the reserve Battleships of the Core Fleet make up “the Deep
State”. As it is not an official government agency, no player ever has
control over the Deep State. The Deep State is the source of privilege
cards relating to Assassinations, Coups, and Black operations.
Deep State special power: all players with Deep State tokens can commit
them to supporting an Usurper in a battle for the Imperial capital. Each
Deep State Pawn is equal to one Battleship. All Deep State Pawns
committed into Battle are removed.

Quadrant Affairs special power: If you control Quadrant Affairs at the
end of the Map Phase, you can reassign one Quadrant map player to
another map, or swap the map assignments of two players. Restriction:
there cannot be more than six players assigned to a Quadrant map.

Office of Alien Affairs
At the start of the game humans dominate the Galactic Empire. The
Office of Alien Affairs ensures orderly conduct of relations between aliens
and humans, and is the source of privilege cards for exploiting and
assimilating aliens.
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